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Daoist Imagery of Body and Cosmos
Part 1: Body Gods and Starry Travel
SHIH-SHAN SUSAN HUANG
Abstract
This article presents Daoist visual representations of body and cosmos, drawing
extensively on illustrations and diagrams from texts preserved in the Ming‑
dynasty Daoist Canon. To examine how the Daoist perception of body and cos‑
mos unfolded over time, I discuss images of four types: body gods, imaginary
journeys to stars, grotesque spirits and body worms, and the body transformed
in internal alchemy—the first two in this part, the next two in JDS 4 (2011).
The current work hopes to contribute to interdisciplinary studies of Chinese
art, religion, and science. From the visual perspective, it hopes to add to the on‑
going examination of charts or maps (tu 圖) and to enrich our understanding of
the representation and perception of what “body” means in Chinese visual cul‑
ture. In terms of Daoist studies, my dominantly visual approach aims to com‑
plement the many textual approaches on this topic. This study also adds to the
growing scholarship of Daoist art, which has so far focused more on public devo‑
tional paintings and statuary and less on private imagery associated with medita‑
tion and visualization.

The Invisibility of Daoist Images
Anyone who attempts to trace the history of Daoist imagery in tradi‑
tional China will probably be frustrated by its relative absence during
the early development of religious Daoism from the second to the fifth
centuries. Past scholarship relates the apparent lack of interest in image‑
making to the philosophical definition and fundamental principle of the
Dao: “The One, or the center of the universe, the potency responsible for
57
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the creation and continued existence of the world” (Kohn 1992, 109) is
mystic, formless, and empty. Therefore, it is aniconic in nature.1
One gets a sense of the aniconic visuality of Daoist sacred space in
the altar diagram preserved in the late six‑century Wushang biyao 無上祕
要 (Essentials of the Supreme Secrets, DZ1138,2 25:189b; see Lagerwey
1987, 30; Little 2000, Fig. 4, 19; Lagerwey 1981 ) (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1: Altar diagram
for the Fast of the
Three Primes (DZ
1138, 25:189b).

This shows a bird’s‑eye view of a square ritual space defined by a
three‑tiered altar made of vermilion mud. The only objects on display are
five sets of incense burners, each placed on a short green table (qing ji’an
青几案), juxtaposed with other pledges (zhenxin 鎮信), which are marked
out but not illustrated on the top tier.
Similarly, only four objects were allowed in an early Daoist oratory
(jingshi 靜室), according to Lu Xiujing 陸修靜 (406‑477): an incense
burner (xianglu 香爐), an incense lamp (xiangdeng 香燈), a table of memo‑
rials (zhang’an 章案) for presenting written petitions to the gods, and a
writing knife (shudao 書刀) which the gods were intended to use to make

1 For a recent study of Laozi iconography applying this concept, see Wu
2002. For mysterious looks of Laozi, see Kohn 1996.
2 Daoist texts from the Daozang are numbered according to Schipper and
Verellen 2004 and follow the Sanjia ben edition in thirty‑six volumes (Beijing:
Wenwu, Shanghai: Shanghai shudian, and Tianjin: Guji chuban she, 1988).
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corrections on the petition (Daomen kelue 道門科略, DZ 1127, 24:780;
Kohn 2003, 108; Schipper 2005, 93).
Lu contrasts the simple Daoist space with those used by people who
“followed vulgar customs and had ornate decorations with benches,
chairs, images (xingxiang 形像), banners and daises” (24:780). Later in the
Tang dynasty, the Buddhist monk Falin 法琳 further differentiated Dao‑
ist halls from Buddhist by citing Tao Hongjing 陶弘景 (456‑536), senior
Daoist of Mount Mao and Shangqing patriarch, noted for his scripture
compilation and his wide knowledge of Daoism, Buddhism, medicine,
and pharmacology (see Strickmann 1979). According to Falin, Tao took
turns in paying tribute to Buddhism and Daoism, alternating every other
day between their respective halls. Among them, “the Buddhist hall had
sacred statues while the Daoist one did not” (Bianzheng lun 辯正論, T.
52.2110:535a; Chen 1963, 268). Following this idea, most scholars have
identified sculptures and votive steles from the fifth to eighth centuries
as the earliest Daoist images and understand them as being heavily in‑
fluenced by the Buddhist tradition of icon‑making (Bokenkamp 1996;
Abe 1996; Liu 2001; Kohn 2003, 164‑68).
While the early construction of Daoist ritual space was devoid of
iconic displays, images of body and cosmos as part of mystic inner vi‑
sions were central in Daoist meditation from an early age, especially in
the Shangqing tradition. Often referred to as cunsi 存思, this practice
means “keeping (something in mind) and contemplating (it),” in other
words actualizing or visualizing an internal object. Daoism thus made
use of images in “the intermediary world” of visual meditation to “trans‑
form psychic contents,” thereby to establish a perception of a new spiri‑
tual body (Robinet 1989, 159‑60; 1993, 48‑54; Kohn 2009a, 6‑9).3
Primary sources addressing Daoist meditative images tend to deal
dominantly with the “individual mystical search for transcendence,” as
opposed to works that focus on “the worship of the deities, saints, and
Buddhist visualations in medieval China relate to the Pure Land associ‑
ated with the Buddha Amitābha (Amituo fo 阿彌陀佛). The Foshuo guan Wuliang‑
shou fo jing 佛說觀無量壽佛經 (Visualization Sutra, T.12.365) offers detailed in‑
structions for the Sixteen Visualizations (Shiliu guan 十六觀); see Ryūkoku 2004,
xiv‑xvii. In the Tang and Song, the Sixteen Visualizations inspired many art
works. See Dunhuang yanjiusuo 1999‑, 5:100‑7, 141, 145, 149, 157, .177, 181, 193‑4,
201, 214, 235, 237.
3
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ancestors.”4 Furthermore, images intended for visualization practice sur‑
vive mostly as illustrations in Daoist texts known as “illustrated instruc‑
tions” (tujue 圖訣) as well as in meditation texts that have “pictures for
visualization” (cunsi tu 存思圖) in their titles. Most early Daoist images, it
seems moreover, appeared in texts not in for general circulation but only
accessible to selected adepts.5 It is, therefore, quite possible that the un‑
der‑representation or “invisibility” of such images in modern scholar‑
ship results from the privacy and selectivity of their intended audience.
Early adepts who applied these images were advised to meditate on
them in solitude without anyone knowing about them.
Daoist adepts perceived the world of intermediary images as a micro‑
cosm within their own bodies, analogous to the time and space of the
cosmic world. This concept is first found in the ancient Chinese school of
yin‑yang cosmology and the five phases, as outlined in the Liji (Book of
Rites 禮記) and the Yijing (Book of Changes 易經). Because the same
name designating a point within the human body often simultaneously
refers to a celestial place, the adept’s mental visitation of these realms
through ecstatic travel within his own body symbolizes his roaming in
the corresponding heavenly spheres. Such visual meditation and active
imagination accordingly served to turn the adept’s body into a cosmic
body, a “theater of moving gods” (Robinet 1993, 52).
Daoist images of body and cosmos reveal the human body as a sa‑
cred site that myriads of deities travel to and fro, matching the divinities
of the cosmos active in the course of Daoist ritual, although they remain
invisible to the observing audience in the sacred space of Dao (daochang
道場). This holds true whether the images appear as scrolls in a temple or
a private chamber, as textual illustrations, or as verbal outlines.
By the Song dynasty (960‑1279), visualization continued as a main‑
stay even in newly‑codified rituals,6 then further developed in internal
alchemy (neidan 内丹), which can be described as an innovative devel‑
4 These two aspects have formed the essential categories of Daoist textual
tradition since the fifth century; see Schipper in Schipper and Verellen 2004, 16.
5 For an overview of Daozang “texts in general circulation” vs. “texts in in‑
ternal circulation,” see Schippera and Verellen 2004, 1347‑92.
6 A type of internal or private ritual, visual meditation was conducted indi‑
vidually by Daoist adepts and was deemed superior to external or public forms.
See the recent study of internal alchemy in the thunder rites (Chao 2009).
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opment of breathing and meditative practice, or “a form of subtle body
ecstasy,” aiming to nourish life and attain immortality (Baldrian‑Hussein
1990; Kohn 1993, 313‑319; Robinet 1997, 212‑56; Pregadio 2006; Kohn and
Wang 2009; Kohn 2009b, 114). Here a new type of body imagery emerges
whose physiological features find common ground with the body im‑
agery used in medicine. All in all, the images provide a great resource
for a better understanding of the visual culture of Chinese mysticism,
demonology, disease, and medicine (Kohn 1992, 2009b; Despeux 1994,
2005, 2007; Mollier 2006).

Early Body Gods
Body gods (shenshen 身神) are divine entities believed to reside in vari‑
ous parts of the body, ranging from major centers such as head, eyes,
and navel, to the five inner organs (wuzang 五臟), including heart, spleen,
and kidneys. While body gods can and do travel in and out of the body,
their prolonged exit may result in sickness or death. Hence, visualizing
them and their associated body parts in detailed physicality is powerful
means of keeping them in place and thus promoting health and longev‑
ity (Robinet 1993, 64‑65).
Literary sources of body god visualization predate visual documen‑
tation. One of the earliest Daoist scriptures on the subject is the Taiping
jing 太平經 (Scripture of the Great Peace, ed. Wang 1960).7 Dated in its
earliest surviving layers to the second century, the text advocates the use
of painted images of body gods as aids to meditation, which will prevent
sickness if done efficiently. Their images should be painted in full color
and displayed in an empty and sunlit meditation room. The adept
should face the painting in solitude and visualize the body gods appro‑
priately (Lin 1993, 236‑238; 2009; Hendrischke 2006).
It further describes the “Method of Hanging Images to Call Back the
[Body] Gods” (Xuanxiang huanshen fa 懸像還神法):

7 For Taiping jing studies, see Lin 2009, 219‑20; Hendrischke 2006. The text
was transmitted in multiple versions and re‑edited in the third and sixth centu‑
ries. See Li 1994. Its circulation in the tenth to thirteenth centuries is documented
in various sources, e.g., YJQQ 6:98, 6:104; 7:12;, 11:223; 12:277; 49:1087, 119:2628;
Taiping yulan 太平御覽, “Jingshi tushu gangmu 經史圖書綱目” 44a; Songshi 宋史
158:15a.
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The Method of Hanging Images to Call Back the Spirits: The
spirits live inside the body. There are ten spirits of spring that
look like boys dressed in blue; ten spirits of summer looking
like boys dressed in red; ten spirits of fall that appear like boys
dressed in white; ten spirits of winter that look like boys
dressed in black; twelve spirits of the four seasons that seem to
be boys dressed in yellow.
These are the gods residing in the inner organs of male ad‑
epts. The same numbers of gods [in female form] reside in
those of a female. Males best meditate on [the gods] in male
form, while females envision them in female form. Each should
be [painted] about one foot [chi] tall. [If] the images are nicely
painted and lovable, adepts will feel happy and their spirit
souls promptly return to the body. (Wang 1960, 21‑22)

Elsewhere in the same text, the “Method of Fasting and Meditating on
the Spirits in Order to Rescue Oneself from Death” (Zhaijie sishen jiusi jue
齋戒思神救死訣) advises adepts to use painted images of the body gods
of the five organs and other corresponding cosmic divinities as visual
aids for meditation to attain eternal life (Wang 1960, 292‑93). Depicted on
plain silk, these deities wear robes whose colors correspond to the colors
of the five phases. Their corresponding cosmic divinities appear as
twenty‑five anthropomorphic gods mounted on celestial steeds, divided
into five groups matching the five directions (1960, 293). They wear bon‑
net‑caps and are equipped with a variety of weapons including arrows,
cross‑bows, axes, gilded shields, and swords (1960, 299).
In addition to the Taiping jing, the Laozi zhongjing 老子中經 (Central
Scripture of Laozi, DZ 1168, 27:141‑56; Yunqi qiqian 雲笈七籤 18‑19 [here‑
after YJQQ]; P. 3784) is an early Daoist text describing internal gods
(Schipper 1993, 108‑12; 1995; Katō 1996; 2002, 68‑70; Neswald 2009, 30‑
33). Dating from the early middle ages, the text transports sacred geog‑
raphy and corresponding divinities to the human body. Schipper sug‑
gests that the text may have been accompanied by pictures, possibly
“purely abstract” because they were “meant to be meditation and visu‑
alization props” (2005, 95).
The body gods here are perceived not only as cosmic divinities but
also as officers in a celestial administration mirroring Eastern Han soci‑
ety. Certain gods are given full‑length introductions, which often include
biographical details such as surname, name, cognomen, birthplace,
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physical appearance, dress, body size, and residence in the body (YJQQ
18‑19). This bodily pantheon is further supported by eighteen thousand
attendant officers.
For example, the highest‑ranking deity is the Most High Great One
(Shangshang taiyi 上上太一), hovering above the head. He appears to
have a human head and a bird’s body. Next is the Queen Mother of the
West (Xiwangmu 西王母), traditionally associated with the center of the
world on Mt. Kunlun 崑崙, but here assigned to the right eye and paired
with the Lord King of the East (Dongwang gong 東王公), who governs
the left eye. In addition, there is the Jade Maiden of Great Yin of Obscure
Brilliance (Taiyin xuanguang yunu 太陰玄光玉女) who lives in the spleen,
also called the Palace of Great Simplicity (Taisu gong 太素宫). Her hus‑
band is the Lord of the Dao (Daojun 道君) – another manifestation of the
Great One who lives in the gallbladder, called the Purple Chamber (Zi‑
fang 紫房), and is served by Lord Lao (Laojun 老君), who holds the magi‑
cal mushroom and a green banner. Their child is the Perfected Cinnabar
Child (Zhenren Zidan 真人子丹), who is seated on a bed of precious
pearls at the entrance to the stomach, or the Great Storehouse (Taicang
太倉), where all the gods eat and drink.
If adepts follow the text’s instructions and visualize the gods for
nine years, the Great Deity of the Celestial Master (Tianshi dashen 天師
大神) will send another eighteen thousand officers into the adept’s body
for divine protection. Together with the existing gods, they will travel in
chariots driven by blue dragons, white deer, galloping horses, divine
turtles, and carp and work together to “lift the adept’s body to ascend to
heaven” (18:433).
Among the many dwellings of the body gods, the abdomen is per‑
haps the most scenic site containing a variety of waterways and moun‑
tains. It is also the place where the myriad gods flock together. The Jade
Maidens of the Six Ding (Liuding yunu 六丁玉女), for example, are a
group of female officials who guard the kidneys and are in charge of
merit evaluation (18:423). 8 They routinely leave for excursions in the

8 These female deities are the personifications of the six combinations of the
celestial stem ding with terrestrial branches in the sexagenery cycle. See Ander‑
sen 1989‑90, 34; Mugitani in Pregadio 2007, 695‑97. For a “Picture of the Jade
Maidens of the Six Yin,” see YJQQ 80:1835.
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Great Ocean, located between the kidneys; they also ride on divine carp
and turtles whose golden‑yellow shells bear magical writs. They breathe
the original breath of the essence of pure yin energy (18:423, 429‑30, 434;
19:449). In addition to the kidney goddesses, the Wind Lord (Fengbo 風
伯) and the Rain Master (Yushi 雨師) also roam the Great Ocean (18:430),
associated with a site near the navel and the small intestines, respectively
(18:425).
In the depth of the Ocean, about three inches (cun 寸) beneath the
navel and adjacent to the spine near the kidneys, one reaches the most
important area of the inner body: the Cinnabar or Elixir Field (dantian 丹
田). This is identified as “the root of the human being,” or the “Palace
That Contains Essence” (Cangjing gong 藏精宮). It is where men store
semen and women menstrual blood (18:428‑429; Schipper 1993, 106).
The body god residing in the Cinnabar Field is a nine‑millimeter
(fen 分)‑tall baby boy dressed in red and emerging from the red qi (YJQQ
19: 441). This child metaphor also plays a pivotal role in the visualization
of body gods in the Huangting jing 黃庭經 (Yellow Court Scripture), one
of the oldest Daoist texts central to the Shangqing school.9

Planets and Bureaucrats
Another important Shangqing document on visualization is the Dadong
zhenjing 大洞真經 (Perfect Scripture of the Great Cavern, DZ 6), collated
by the Southern Song Shangqing patriarch Jiang Zongying 蔣宗瑛 (d.
1281) on Maoshan (Robinet 1983; 1993, 97‑117). Composed of stanzas, the
scripture is meant to be recited while the adept visualizes body gods and
cosmic divinities (Robinet 1993, 104). It emphasizes the relationship be‑
tween the divinities residing in the body and the heavenly sphere, en‑
couraging adepts to embark on ecstatic journeys: soaring into the sky,
absorbing the cosmic energies, and integrating with the Dao.
By concentrating their mind, meditating, and breathing consciously,
adepts can visualize their saliva condensing into various forms of body
gods. The gods descend from the head toward the “gates of death,”
The text divides into an “inner” classic: the Huangting waijing yujing 黃庭
外景玉經 (DZ 332) and an outer one, the Huangting neijing yujing 黃庭内景玉經
(DZ 331; YJQQ 11‑12). For studies, see Schipper 1975; Kroll 1996; Robinet 1993,
55‑96; Kohn 1993, 181‑188; Baldrian‑Hussein 2004.
9
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which are “precise points in the body through which a fatal breath can
be inhaled,” such as the nipples, the ears, the inner organs, the bladder,
and the feet (Robinet 1997, 133). By navigating the body in this manner,
the gods “close up the bodily orifices to make it into a hermetically
sealed world” (Robinet 1993, 103).
Most of the fifty illustrations in the text share a common image of a
seated adept shown frontally or with his back to the viewer while visual‑
izing a group of body gods floating on a cloud mass emanating from his
head (Fig. 2a‑d). A major category among them are planetary divinities
from Venus, Mercury, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, the Sun and the Moon.10
Shown as officials holding a tablet in both hands before their chest (Fig.
2a), 11 they may also appear as kingly figures wearing imperial robes and
caps decorated with pendants (Fig. 2b). Other illustrated body gods tend
to be military in nature, including guardians (lishi 力士) (Fig. 2c) and di‑
vine generals wearing armor and holding weapons (Fig. 2d). 12 Their
dress varies in style and color according to their rank and body location.

a.

b.

10 The numbers of planetary deities from each star also vary. Jupiter has
nine, Mars eight, Venus seven, Mercury five, and Saturn twelve (DZ 6, 1:516‑18).
11 More illustrations are found in DZ 6, 1:516‑18, 521, 524, 527‑29, 543.
12 One particular trinity consists of a general “who resembles the Great
General of Heavenly Mugwort (Tianpeng dajiang 天蓬大將)” ( DZ 6, 1:520a).
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c.

d.

Fig. 2: a. Eight Deities of Mars (DZ 6, 1:517a); b. Twelve Deities of Saturn (1:518a);
c. Six Guardians (1:539c); d. Divine Generals with Weapons (1:537a).

All these various illustrations share a common compositional struc‑
ture, featuring a seated adept with body gods standing on clouds ema‑
nating from his head. This pictorial scheme becomes standard in later
Daoist visualization pictures, as reflected, for example, in an illustration
from the seventeenth‑century Xingming guizhi 性命圭旨, ZW 314 (Fig. 2e).

Fig. 2e: Visualization picture
from the Xingming guizhi, British
Library edition.
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The pictorial conventions of deities emanating from the head as il‑
lustrated in the Dadong zhenjing are comparable to pictorial motifs from
Buddhist visualization paintings, such as the Southern Song painting of
Amida’s paradise in the Chion‑in 知恩院 collection, Kyoto (Fig. 3) (Nara
Museum 1996, Figs. 142, 138; 2009, Figs. 57, 64).
In this painting, the Pure Land is symbolized by a lotus pond with
the newly reborn seated on lotus blossoms and heavenly birds floating
about the jeweled terrace. Amida Buddha stands at the center. Emanat‑
ing from his head is an assembly of two groups of buddhas and bodhi‑
sattvas. Based on the visual comparison, it is possible that the printed
illustrations of the Dadong zhenjing, carved in the Ming dynasty, are
based on prototypes of the Southern Song when Jiang Zongying com‑
piled the text.

Fig. 3: Amida’s Pure Land. Southern Song
dynasty. 1180. Color and ink on silk. Chion‑
in collection, Kyoto (Nara Museum 2009,
Figs. 57, 64).

Most early sources have the tendency to picture higher Daoist di‑
vinities in bureaucratic attire. The Six Dynasties work Jiebao shier jiejie
tujue 解胞十二結節圖訣 (Illustrated Instructions for How to Untie the
Twelve Embryonic Knots, DZ 1384), serves as a good example (Fig. 4)
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(34:98a).13 The text advises adepts to visualize the assembly of body gods
in order to “untie” (jie 解) the “inborn knots” (jie 結) hindering the flow
of qi in the body and causing illness.14 It shows the body gods one by one,
depicting them as generic bureaucrats in long robes with long sleeves
and ceremonial caps. Some deities hold a tablet with both hands; others
simply cup their hands near their waists.

Fig. 4: Images of the body gods of the inborn knots (DZ 1384, 34:98a).

A colophon accompanying each image identifies the deity’s title, styles,
and color of garments. Picturing gods as officials is also the norm among
devotional images in Daoist temples, such as the fourteenth‑century mu‑
ral in the Yongle gong 永樂宮 (Temple of the Eternal Joy), a Quanzhen 全
真 sanctuary in southern Shanxi (Fig. 5) (Xiao 2008, 115).

13 Not included in early canons, this was probably added from a Song
source. See Schipper and Verellen 2004, 32.
14 These “inborn knots” formed in the body at birth. See Jiebao shier jiejie tu‑
jue, DZ 1384, 34:96; Robinet 1993, 139‑43; Katō 2002, 74‑88.
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Fig. 5: Daoist mural from the
Sanqing Hall, Yongle gong.
14th century. Yuan dynasty.
Shanxi province (Xiao 2008,
115).

Ritual Activation
The visualization of body gods also plays an important role in Daoist
rites. The officiant enters a state of deep meditation in order to summon
the divinities from his body—part of an opening rite which also involves
“Lighting the Burner” (Falu 發爐) and “Calling Forth the Officers” (Chu‑
guan 出官) (Asano 2002, 170‑71; Davis 2001, 307‑08; Andersen in Pre‑
gadio 2007, 400‑41).15
15 This connection of visualization and ritual is documented in several lost
scriptures listed in the fifteenth‑century Daozang quejing mulu 道藏 闕經目錄
(Catalogue of Missing Scriptures of the Daoist Canon, DZ 1430). Two such texts
on “Pictures of Calling Forth the Officials” (Chuguan tu 出官圖) and “Pictures of
Meditating on the Officers” (Gongcao sishen tu 功曹出官圖) have the heading
Zhengyi 正一 (Orthodox Unity), referring to the Daoism of the Celestial Masters
school. They may have been visual aids for masters in calling forth his body gods
in ritual. Other texts with the prefix “Zhengyi fawen” 正一法文 are related to
Meng Anpai 孟安排 (fl. 699). See YJQQ 6.18a; Schipper and Verellen 2004, 467.
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The twelfth‑century Yutang dafa 玉堂大法 (Great Rites of the Jade
Hall, DZ 220), compiled by the Tianxin 天心 (Celestial Heart) Daoist
master Lu Shizhong 路時中, depicts relevant ritual body gods (Fig. 6a‑d)

a.
b.
c.
d.
Fig. 6: a. Master Officer; b. Jade Maiden; c. Officer; d. Heavenly Clerics (DZ 220,
4:74c‑75b)

(Boltz 1987, 33‑38; Hymes 2002; Andersen in Schipper and Verellen 2004,
1070‑73; Andersen in Pregadio 2007, 715‑16; Davis 2001, 56‑57). They are
shown as stereotypical Master Officials (Fig. 6a), Jade Maidens (Fig. 6b),
Officers (Fig. 6c), and Heavenly Clerics (Fig. 6d).
A series of dynamic illustrations from a Tang visualization manual
offer alternative representations of the body gods called out by the adept
(Fig. 7a‑b)(Da cunsi tu zhujue 大存思圖注訣, Secret Instructions and Illus‑
trations of the Great Visualizations, DZ 875; YJQQ 43:953‑56, 963‑66; see
Lagerwey in Schipper and Verellen 2004, 498).

a.
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b.
Fig. 7: a. Visualization of the soldiers and horses on clouds while the adept walks
in ritual; b. Visualization of the body guards while ascending to the rostrum to
preach (DZ 875, 18:720c‑21a; 18:722a‑b).

The text offers instruction on how to practice visualization at differ‑
ent times and for different purposes. Each section ends with a phrase
that reads “the image is [illustrated] as such at the left” (qixiang ruzuo 其
形如左). In the Daozang version, this phrase is followed by Fig. 7a. A note
on the upper left of an illustration concerns color: “The perfected being
[adept] should wear the bluish green cap and green garments, and the
rest of the figures and clouds can be drawn as [the illustrator] sees fit”
(18:721a).
This image shows the swift arrival of officials, generals, and heav‑
enly animals on clusters of clouds surrounding an adept, who meditates
in a seated position inside a pavilion (18:720c‑21a). This illustrates how
an adept should “visualize the soldiers and horses on clouds while the
adept walks [in ritual].” The accompanying text refers to these mobile
deities as the celestial boys, jade maidens, heavenly deities, earth deities,
sun and moon, stars, Five Emperors and nine billion riders coming out of
the adept’s organs (18:719c‑20b).
Fig. 7b, next, depicts the body guards manifesting themselves in
front of the adepts as warriors on horses, and floating on tapering clouds.
This illustrates how to “visualize the body guards while ascending to the
rostrum [to preach.]” Based on this, it is likely that a Southern Song rit‑
ual master would visualize images like these in his mind while summon‑
ing his body gods in ritual. Compared to the gods depicted in Dadong
zhenjing (see Figs. 2a‑d above), whose content veers toward self‑cul‑
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tivation and meditation, the depictions in this text present a larger and
more dynamic assembly of body gods.

Journeys to the Dipper
A rather different type of imagery in Daoist materials features the ad‑
epts’ imaginary journeys to the stars, visualizations which enable them
to “integrate self and Dao, body and cosmos on a higher level” (Robinet
1989; Kohn 1992, 96‑116; 1993, 257).

Fig. 8: Imaginary Journey to the First Star of the Dipper in the Spring (DZ 765,
17:219a).

A prime example appears in the Wudou sanyi tujue 五斗三一圖訣
(Illustrated Instructions of Visualizing the Three Ones in the Five Phases
of the Dipper, DZ 765) (Fig. 8), a Shangqing document of the Six Dynas‑
ties which focuses on the adept’s ecstatic journey to and beyond the
Dipper at the Eight Nodes of the year, i. e., at the beginning of the four
seasons plus the solstices and equinoxes.
The example shown here depicts the springtime journey to the first
star of the Dipper, Yang Brightness. The adept is seated at the right of the
picture plane, facing the Dipper at the upper left. The Dipper is repre‑
sented as a graphic configuration of seven dots lined up like a scoop
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with a handle (Kohn 1993, 213).16 A young lady standing below the Dip‑
per may represent the celestial attendant of the first star. Between the
adept and the Dipper are two groups of seven seated figures, moving in
opposite directions. The grouping of seven echoes the seven visible stars
of the Dipper.17 In each group, the figures wear bureaucratic robes and
hol audience tablets, while moving along on tapering clouds.
The explanatory notes above the illustration designate the adept at
the center as a “perfected” (zhenren 真人) with garb different from that of
the others (17:218a). The group at the bottom ascending to the Dipper
represent the adept; they are the body gods called the Three Ones (Sanyi
三一) as well as other internal divinities (Robinet 1993, 124‑127; Kohn
1989; 2007). The group on top descending from the Dipper may indicate
the adept’s journey back to earth.
From the perspective of visual study, the explanatory notes provide
valuable information. Like materials in similar documents (Figs. 7a, 13),
they function as coloring guidelines for illustrators. One may even infer
that the original illustrations were hand‑colored drawings—the domi‑
nant form of religious illustrations produced before the age of printing
(Drège 1999).
The Dipper occupies a significant place in Chinese visual culture
even beyond religion. In the Han dynasty, it appears in pictorial art as a
series of seven dots joined by straight lines forming the shape of a scoop
or mimicking the imperial chariot, such as in the rubbing retrieved from
the Wu Family Shrine (Tseng 2001, 173, 226) (Fig. 9) .18

Cf. Tianguan santu jing 天關三圖經, (DZ 1366, 33:808b‑18c); Robinet 1989,
178; Kohn 1993, 257‑67. Scholars have suggested that the Tianguan santu jing was
added to the Daozang from a Song canon; see Schipper and Verellen 2004, 32.
17 The Dipper consists of seven visible stars and two invisible ones. For a
diagram, see Kohn 1993, 213.
18 For associations of the Dipper with the imperial chariot in Tang and Song
sources, see Yu Shinan 虞世南 (588‑638), Beitang shuchao 北堂詩鈔 150:7b; Taiping
yulan 7:3b; Su Song 蘇頌 (1020‑1101), Xin yixiang fayao 新儀像法要, 28; Wang
Yinglin 王應麟 (1223‑1296), Yuhai 玉海 1: 2a. On Daoist stars, see Schafer 1977.
16
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Fig. 9: Rubbing of a King Riding on a Chariot in the Shape of the Dipper. Wu
Liang Shrine, Shandong. Han dynasty (Zhongguo gudai tianwen wenwu tuji, 51).

A tenth‑century drawing in a Dunhuang calendar dated from 924 (S.
2404) similarly depicts an intriguing scene called the “Method of Sir Im‑
mortal Ge for Honoring the Great Dipper” (Fig. 10; see Mollier 2008, 149‑
152, Fig. 4.3). The official‑looking Immortal Ge, i.e., Ge Xuan 葛玄 (see
Bokenkamp in Pregadio 2007, 444‑45), kneels in front of two celestial fig‑
ures landing on a mattress under the scoop‑like Dipper diagram. The
god of the Dipper wears kingly robes and a cap, holding a tablet in his
hands. A female attendant stands behind him. The text below indicates
that the scene takes place at night (Mollier 2008, 141‑42, 149)

Fig. 10: Ge Xiangong Worshiping the Dipper (S. 2404).
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Because of its symbolic role as axis mundi and its position as the
bridge between the sun and the moon, the Dipper has played an impor‑
tant role in medieval Daoist ritual performance and visualization (Kohn
1992, 110, 114; Mollier 2008, 134‑73).19 As Poul Andersen notes, the Dao‑
ist ritual dances of “walking along the guideline and treading on the
stars of the Dipper” (bugang tadou 步罡踏斗) can be traced back to the
early Six Dynasties (1990; in Pregadio 2007, 237). Pertinent to the ritual
dance mimicking the Dipper is a choreographic diagram employed in a
visualization practice called “Method of Pacing the Kongchang” (Bu
Kongchang zhidao 步空常之道) (Fig. 11a) (Wuxing qiyuan kong chang jue 五
星七元空常訣, DZ 876, 18:725a‑b).20 In addition to the seven visible stars,
this diagram marks the two invisible ones: the Imperial Star (Dixing 帝星,
or Fu 輔) and the Honorable Star (Zunxing 尊星 or Bi 弼) within the
scoop (Robinet 1989, 172‑73). If adepts can see these stars, they may live
for hundreds of years, as many as 300 or even 600 (YJQQ 24:547‑48;
25:563).

a.

Already the Laozi zhongjing notes that the Dipper resides in the head, tho‑
rax, and abdomen of the inner body; see Schipper 1993, 108.
20 Kongchang 空常 refers to the invisible stars; see Robinet in Schipper and
Verellen 2004, 172. For Song samples of ritual dance diagrams preserved in early
Tianxin texts, see Zhuguo jiumin zongzhen biyao 助國救民總真祕要 (DZ 1227, [dat.
1116], 32: 103c, 104b, 105c). See Andersen in Schipper and Verellen 2004, 1060.
19
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b.
Fig. 11: a. Choreography for the Dance of the Dipper (DZ 876, 18:725ab); b.
The Nine Palaces of the Perfected of the Nine Heavens (DZ 1396, 34:245a).

The virtual experience of pacing the void and traversing stars is also
echoed in a Tang meditative star map found in the Hetu baolu 河圖寶籙
(Precious Register of the River Chart, DZ 1396, 34:245a; Mollier 2008, 166,
170, Fig. 4.11; Schipper in Schipper and Verellen 2004, 602‑03) (Fig. 11b).
It shows both the nine “palaces” of the stellar deities as well as their nine
male gods, each wearing a top knot and holding a tablet. 21 These are cir‑
cled stations connected by meandering lines, which indicate the celestial
pathways adepts visualize.

21 The convention of representing the nine star gods and their palaces in
circles is also prominent in two other Tang text: Zhengyi mengwei falu 正一盟威法
籙, DZ 791, 28:478a; Qusu jueci lu 曲素訣辭籙, DZ 1392, 34:174c‑75b (Mollier 2008,
168‑69, Fig. 4.10).
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Stellar Imagery in the Body
The tradition has continued unbroken into late imperial and modern
Daoism. The thirteenth‑century Shangqing lingbao dafa 上清 靈 寶大 法
(Great Rites of Highest Clarity and Numinous Treasure, DZ 1221) con‑
tains a diagram used in ritual visualizations that shows the Nine Palaces
(jiugong 九宮) lined up in the adept’s head (Fig. 12), which in turn floats
on a mass of cloud (Esposito in Pregadio 2007, 775‑77).22

Fig. 12
Illustration of the Nine Palaces visual‑
ized in a Daoist’s head (DZ1221,
30:673a).

This inner vision of the Nine Palaces recalls the Picture of the Nine Pal‑
aces (Jiugong zifang tu 九宫紫房圖; DZ 156) circulated in the Tang‑to‑
Northern Song period (Schipper in Schipper and Verellen 2004, 612),
shown here in a sectional view (Fig. 13). The YJQQ praises the power of
this picture for enabling adepts to visualize and “reach the celestial dei‑
ties” (80:1833). The picture is laid out horizontally and, like a handscroll,
is viewed to be from right to left. Here, as also in the Da cunsi tu zhujue
(Fig. 7a) and the Wudou sanyi tujue (Fig. 8), the illustrations are accompa‑
nied by short notes to make their content clear. They signify the process

22 This is similar to the torso image in the Jinshu yuzi shangjing, DZ 879,
18:743c‑44a; Mollier 2008, Fig. 4.8, 164. Neswald has identified the Nine Palaces
in the head as mentioned in the Huangting jing with the corresponding points of
Mt. Kunlun, the celestial dwelling of Queen Mother of the West (2009, 30).
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of visualization and clarify the connection between body and cosmos. On
the right, the adept’s torso appears first in profile, then frontal—showing
his concentration on the Nine Palaces in his head. Two large towers fol‑
lowing the torso images serve as elaborations of the Nine Palaces illus‑
trated in the previous two torsos. Following the two tower motifs are a
series of visualizations comparable to Fig. 8.

Fig. 13 : Visualization Picture of the Purple Chamber and the Nine Palaces. De‑
tail. Shangqing dongzhen jiugong zifang tu, DZ 156, 3: 128b.

A forerunner of this technique is the “Method of Reclining in the
Dipper” (wodou fa 臥斗法), first recorded in the fourth‑century Jinshu yuzi
shangjing 金書玉字上經 (Golden Book with Jade Characters, DZ 879,
18:743c‑44a). Here the adept should lie on a mat, covered with the
graphic patterns of the Dipper (Robinet 1993, 207). The reclining method
helps him “see the essence of the nine stars fusing and transforming into
a divinity, sitting in a chariot” and illuminate his entire inner body (Mol‑
lier 2008, 163). The accompanying diagram shows a child under the con‑
stellation (Fig. 14) (Mollier 2008, 164, Fig. 4.8). His feet point to the eight
and ninth stars, while his hands touch the second and fourth stars.
In the Southern Song, the same practice is associated with the
Tianxin tradition as found in the Yutang zhengzong gaoben neijing yushu 玉
堂正宗高奔內景玉書 (Jade Text of Flying High in the Inner Landscape
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from the Correct Tradition, DZ 221, 4:133b‑34c; Robinet 1993, 208; Mol‑
lier 2008, 163‑164) (Fig. 15) .23

Fig. 14: Diagram of the Dipper and the
Twenty‑eight Lodgings (DZ 879,
18:743c).

Matching the swift flight of the stars from the sky to the adept’s
mouth, these illustrations (Fig. 15) depict the adept’s magical absorption
of the Dipper. The seven stars illuminate all his organs as well as his eyes.
Six of the images feature an imaginary torso with a head attached to the
related organ. For example, the sixth image (Fig. 15f), showing a rela‑
tionship between the sixth star and the kidneys, consists of a head‑
spinal‑cord body chart with the kidneys highlighted in the lower body.

23 For a similar description of the “Reclining in the Dipper” (Wodou 臥斗)
and the original layout of the illustrations, see Yutang zhengzong gaoben neijing
yushu, DZ 221, 4:132a‑34c.
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a.

b.

e.

c.

d.

f.
g.
Fig. 15: The Descent of the Seven Stars of the Dipper into the Bodily Organs (DZ
221, 4:129b‑30b). a. the first Star in the heart; b. the second Star in the lungs; c. the
third Star in the liver; d. the fourth Star in the spleen; e. the fifth Star in the stom‑
ach; f. the sixth Star in the kidneys; g. the seventh Star in the eyes.
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The Iconic Form of the Dipper
Elsewhere in the text, the Dipper is personified as nine sacred figures
(Fig. 16a) (4:129b‑30b). Seven are depicted as long‑haired male deities in
long robes, holding a tablet with both hands in front of the chest.24 The
other two, following the seven, are depicted as imperial figures wearing
royal caps with pendants and holding tablets in both hands. This echoes
the concept of the Imperial Stars noted in the accompanying text (4:130b),
which identify these two figures as the invisible eighth and ninth stars.
Similar iconographies of the nine star deities of the Dipper are illus‑
trated in other Daoist texts dating to the thirteenth century (Fig. 16b‑c)
(DZ 220, 4:10a‑11a; Beidou benming yansheng zhenjing zhujie 北斗本命延生
真經註解, DZ 751, 17:53a‑54b; Mollier 2008, Fig. 4.5, 157). This iconogra‑
phy seems to be shared by Buddhism as well. The images of the seven
star deities seen in the aforementioned Daoist texts compare closely to
those in the Yuan‑dynasty (1279‑1368) Buddhist scripture Foshuo beidou
qixing yanming jing 佛說北斗七星延命經 (Sutra of the Great Dipper) (Fig.
16d) (T. 21.1307; see Mollier 2008, 136‑140, especially Fig. 4.1, 139).

a.

b.

24 Cf. the iconography of these seven star deities in the forms of perfected
beings who “wear jewelry crowns and colorful shawls and hold jade tablets in
hands” in YJQQ 25:563.
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c.

d.

Fig. 16: The Divinities of the Dipper—a. DZ 221, 4:129b‑130b; b. DZ 220, 4:10a‑11a; c.
DZ 751, 17:53a‑54b; d. T. 21.1307.

An anonymous Southern Song painting from the Japanese Hōgonji
宝厳寺 collection depicts the star deities of the Dipper similarly to those
seen in the aforementioned religious texts (Fig. 17) (Ide 2001, pl. 14; Nara
Museum 2009, 172: Fig. 121). On a background mimicking the sky at
night, the star deities descend on clouds in a group formation recalling
the scoop‑shaped Dipper.25

25 I would like to thank David Brody for his input on the Hōgonji composi‑
tion. For an innovative interpretation of a Song copy of a Tang court painting
whose composition echoes the diagram of the Dipper, see the Northern Song
Copy of Zhang Xuan’s Lady Guoguo on an Outing (Fang Zhang Xuan Guoguo furen
youchun tu 仿張萱虢國夫人遊春圖) in Miao 2006, Fig. 2 (no page no.), 34.
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Fig.17: Deities of the Dipper.
Southern Song. Thirteenth cen‑
tury (?). Ink, color and gold on
silk. 112.5x54.1 cm. Hogonji
Temple, Shiga, Japan (Nara
Museum 2009, 172: Fig. 121).

The seven long‑haired deities are dressed in white, collars and up‑
per sleeves decorated with exquisite golden patterns. The redness of
their shoes contrasts with their white clothes and the dark background.
Following these seven deities are two attendants depicted as officials
wearing ceremonial robes, multi‑colored in red, black, white, and gold.
Their dress resembles that from a thirteenth‑century Daoist text shown
in Fig. 16c. In the foreground are two female deities holding swords.
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Accompanying colophons written in small golden characters iden‑
tify them as messengers serving the Dipper: Qingyang 擎羊 on the right
and Tuoluoni 陀羅尼 on the left. The fourteenth‑century Qingwei 清微
(Pure Tenuity) texts associated with the ritual summoning of the gods
first make reference to these two deities (Daofa huiyuan 道法會元, DZ
1220, 28:820b, 29:15c. Xuanshu zougao yi 玄樞奏告儀, DZ 218, 3:611c; see
Skar in Pregadio 2007, 804‑5). 26
The Hōgonji painting probably was used in a ritual for summoning
the star gods,27 as is suggested by a diagram in the thirteenth‑century
liturgical manual Lingbao lingjiao jidu jinshu 靈寶領教濟度金書 (Golden
Book of Salvation according to the Lingbao Tradition, DZ 466) (Fig. 18)
.

Fig. 18 Diagram of the Image Display on the North, West and East Walls of the
Outer Altar (DZ 466, 7:27c‑28a).

26 In

these 14th‑century sources, the two messengers are further identified as
the “Qingyang Messenger Yang [Ruming]” (擎羊楊[汝明]使者) and the “Tuoluo‑
ni Messenger [Geng Miaozhen]” (陀羅耿[妙真]使者), members of Dipper troops.
27 The iconography of the Hōgonji scroll is comparable to the fifteenth cen‑
tury Water Land painting from the Buddhist Monastery Baoningsi 寳寧寺; see
Shanxi 1985, pl. 74; Mollier 2008, Fig. 4.12, 171.
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According to this, the image of the Dipper is to be suspended (xuan
懸) on the east [left] wall of the outer altar area next to images of the
Nine Heavens (jutian 九天), the Six Planets (liuyao 六曜), the Three Chan‑
celleries (sansheng 三省), the Three Officials (sanguan 三官), and the Five
Sacred Peaks (wuyue 五嶽) (Huang 2001, 13, Fig. 4).
The imperial painting catalogue of the Northern Song, the Xuanhe
huapu 宣和畫譜 (Xuanhe Painting Catalogue), sponsored by Emperor
Huizong 徽宗 (r. 1100‑1125), labels numerous Daoist paintings from the
early Song as images of star deities, quite like those marked on the altar
diagram.28 Some of these paintings may even have been transmitted to
the Southern Song court and used there on ritual occasions.

Conclusion
This article investigates the esoteric image tradition of body gods and
starry travel as alternative sources of Daoist art and visual culture. The
majority of images under investigation are the illustrations, charts, maps
from the Ming Daoist Canon. These Daoist images form an important
part of Chinese tu 圖, which denotes broadly pictures, charts, diagrams,
drawings, designs, and picture‑like texts (Reiter 1990; Bray et al. 2007). A
systematic study of these Daoist images also helps us to re‑think Daoist
mysticism, visualization and meditation from a visual angle.
In representing body gods, some images highlight the gods exiting
the adept’s body (Fig. 2a‑d), others focus on generic bureaucratic gods
(Figs. 4, 6a‑d), while others yet depict these gods in dynamic movement,
stressing their abilities to be swiftly summoned and navigate in cosmos
(Fig. 7a‑b). The evocation of body gods, though not visible to the audi‑
ence observing the ritual, plays a crucial role in the officiant’s visualiza‑
tion and the performance of “calling forth the officers” as a mean to acti‑
vate the ritual.
The images of the journeys to the stars, on the other hand, empha‑
size the connection between the stars and the individual. Some stress the
Paintings of astral deities are listed under the headings of “Daoist and
Buddhist Paintings” (Daoshi 道釋) as well as “Figure Paintings” (Renwu 人物).
See Xuanhe huapu, in Zhongguo shuhua quanshu 中國書畫全書, vol. 2, edited by Lu
Fusheng 盧輔聖 (Shanghai: Shanghai shuhua chuban she, 1993), 64‑75, 78, 83;
Huang 2001, 14; Ebrey 2008, 293‑97.
28
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adept’s going to the stars (Figs. 8, 11, 12, 13), while others feature the
stars’ coming to the adept either in private meditation or in ritual per‑
formance (Figs. 15, 16, 17).
Most images of body gods and starry travel from the Daozang are il‑
lustrated in the Six Dynasties‑to‑Tang Shangqing texts or the Song‑
dynasty Tianxin texts connected to the earlier Shangqing tradition.
Scholars see these texts as internal texts circulated only among selected
adepts. This is perhaps why these images, in spite of their repetitive
presences in the Daozang texts, have remained esoteric in the overall
Daoist visuality. Viewed in this way, the images discussed in this article
form a contrary to the images we will explore in Part 2 of this study (JDS
2011). There, we will discuss illustrations of body worms and body
charts used by inner alchemists from texts in general circulation during
the Song.
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